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Abstract. Auditory applications are systems that communicate content, 
navigation capabilities and functionality mainly via the aural channel, or via a 
combination of the aural and visual channels, and can support the user 
interaction in a multimodal fashion as well (e.g. through touch or speech). In 
this paper, we present the preliminary results of an exploratory research effort 
aimed at establishing a design modeling language for auditory applications, by 
extending an existing interactive application design model (IDM, Interactive 
Dialogue Model) used in the area of hypermedia and information-intensive 
applications. Our exploratory research capitalizes on previous experience in 
hypermedia modeling, aural information architectures, and design of auditory 
applications. We use an auditory application, the Acoustic Edutainment 
Interface (AEDIN), as a real case study to inform and exemplify the use of the 
modeling language.  
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1   Introduction 

Traditionally, usability in screen-based technologies has been associated mainly with 
the quality of the visual or graphic user interface and its ability to fulfill fundamental 
human computer interaction tenets: to efficiently and effectively communicate 
technological capacity and support user goals.  So far, little attention has been paid in 
the HCI community to how many basic assumptions or elements of visually-based 
user-technology interactions need to be re-thought when the target users are visually 
impaired, or when technologies are used in limited-vision or “eyes free” contexts (e.g. 
while driving), or when screen size is so constrained that the interactive process 
would clearly benefit from a supplementary sensory channel (e.g. in the growing 
market for 3G phones).  In these contexts, the auditory channel of interactions has the 
greatest potential to fulfill fundamental goals. 

To support the design activity in screen- and vision-based applications (e.g. most 
commonly Websites), several design languages, notations and tools have been 
developed to describe and facilitate these applications at all levels, from the 
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information architecture, to the navigation, to the graphic interface [4], [5]. However, 
there is currently no way for designers to express design decisions for auditory 
applications at the proper level of abstraction. For example, although I can diagram 
the workflow of a visual interface, how can I describe the interactions which are 
possible through the auditory channel, or through a mix of touch-based and auditory 
interaction? What concepts and notations could I use to represent sound-based 
feedback and auditory communication during the design process? As it is for 
traditionally Web applications, the benefits of having a design modeling language are 
several, including the possibility for designers to describe and master the complexity 
of the applications with a few, understandable concepts, to discuss overall 
requirements and strategic design decisions before locking in interface details, and to 
perform early validation before committing resources to a specific implementation or 
prototype. 

This paper presents the preliminary results of a research effort aimed to establish a 
design modeling language for auditory applications, by extending an existing 
interactive application design model (IDM, Interactive Dialogue Model [6]), 
developed within the Web and hypermedia design community, with new primitives, 
terms and notations, which can support designers in conceiving and representing the 
interactive structure of systems based on the auditory channel. The modeling 
language will provide a set of concepts, terms and notation to describe the nature of 
the content, the information architecture, the navigation patterns and the interaction 
mechanisms of auditory applications. 

As case study, the paper will illustrate how the modeling language can be used to 
redesign an existing acoustic interface, developed at Indiana University, School of 
Informatics at IUPUI to support the learning and creativity processes of K12 visually 
impaired students. The application is based on audio content, sound feedback, and 
touch-screen interaction. The proposed modeling language will be used to describe 
the applications in more general terms, thus abstracting from the specific interface and 
implementation constraints, and to discuss alternative designs, which will be 
compared and evaluated. The redesign of the acoustic interface will also allow us to 
address modeling concerns related to the nature of the auditory interaction, such as 
the potential of the auditory channel to deliver semantically flexible (or even 
customizable) cues and feedback, to engage a more direct mapping of feedback to 
external phenomena, and also to deliver two or more cues in series or simultaneously, 
and generally allow different time-based interactions than visual interfaces. 

2   Related Work 

Given the broad applicability of the topic, the development of auditory interactive 
systems has been tackled by the research and academic communities, and to a degree 
by the corporate world, from different angles and with different purposes. In 
particular, in the Web community, the international W3C (World Wide Web 
Consortium) Web Accessibility Initiative [1] has developed  a comprehensive set of 
technical guidelines to make sure that Websites can be properly “read aloud” to blind 
users through the available assistive technologies (e.g. screen readers). In this context, 
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the accessibility research community has already acknowledged that compliance with 
W3C guidelines does not guarantee “usable” accessibility, because solving the 
technical, text-to-speech issues does not address the problem of aurally translating the 
overall Website  design (from page structures, to information architecture, and 
navigation) in ways that appropriately and efficiently support the user’s tasks [7].  
Since the early days of the Web, advanced design techniques have also been proposed 
to overcome these limits of the W3C guidelines and support the development of 
usable auditory applications [2], [3].  

As a parallel line of research, over the last decade, the hypermedia and Web 
engineering communities have been developing a rich set of design models to 
describe the complexity of application at the proper level of abstractions [4], [5], [6], 
[8]. These abstractions provide a set of powerful conceptual tools and models to 
conceive and design information- and navigation-intensive applications.  

One of recent product of this modeling tradition is IDM (Interactive Dialogue 
Model) [6], which provides a lightweight set of design primitives and a notation suite 
to model the information architecture and navigation patterns of content-intensive 
applications. The fundamental tenet of IDM is that the user interaction can be 
conceived as a dialogue between the user and the system, and therefore designers can 
efficiently and effectively use simple dialogue primitives to design interactive 
applications. IDM has been extensively used and validated in its various forms in 
many real-life projects and has demonstrated a high-level of expressiveness (what can 
be described), usability (even non computer-skilled designers can use it efficiently) 
and accuracy (IDM designs capture essential features of the application which can 
then be passed to the implementation team). 

Nevertheless, IDM is particularly suited for designing information-rich 
applications available in the form of traditional Websites (to be experienced through 
the visual channel), and, as such, does not provide specific primitives to address 
auditory interfaces. We acknowledge, however, that IDM features modeling 
abstractions that can describe some elements of auditory interfaces (basic content 
structure and navigation patterns), and therefore it can be properly extended and 
enriched to capture the features which are specific of the auditory channel. 

In this paper we present some important extensions to IDM in terms of more 
modeling primitives which will enable the design of auditory interfaces. It should be 
clearly noted that we are not claiming that our design language will address all types 
and families of auditory interfaces. So far, we focus our modeling effort on auditory 
interfaces with the following general characteristics: 

• The core of the user experience is consuming (reading or listening) and exploring 
content 

• The size of the application, in terms of quantity of information available, is large 
• The main output modality is audio or a combination of audio and visual 
• Input modality can be audio as well (not covered by our modeling so far), touch, or 

traditional point-and-click. 

Related to IDM is the work done on StateWebCharts (SWC), which is a formal 
description technique, based on state charts for describing navigation on Web 
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applications [8]. SWC is used to describe the navigation between documents, rather 
than interaction between objects. SWC does this through Statecharts, which can be 
defined as a set of the states, transitions, events, conditions and variables, and their 
inter-relations. SWC as well as IDM only are able to deal with the design of Web 
applications based on visual interfaces. 

As to the specific design of audio-based applications, work has been done in 
modeling the design process for auditory interfaces. Some researchers paralleled the 
data pipeline typical of information visualization with the steps needed for the 
sonification process and derived a process model for sonifying interfaces [9]. The 
core of their approach is modeling the sequence of transformation functions from the 
data to be conveyed to the produced sounds. They applied three main steps to 
“sonify” information: data transformation, sonification transformation and auditory 
display transformation. Similar work has been described in [10], where the author 
follows a three steps transformation process, such as: Data, Acoustic and Sound 
representation. Data transformation transforms raw data into “soundable” data; 
acoustic transformation transforms “soundable” data into acoustic ready data; and 
sound representation transformation transforms the acoustic attributes into final 
sound representation which will be heard by the user. Mercator [11] is an auditory 
interface which transforms a graphical interface of a Windows application into an 
auditory interface. It provides auditory interface objects called Auditory Interface 
Components (AICs), which mimic the attributes of graphical interface objects. They 
map the user interface into a tree structure which breaks the user interface down into 
smaller AICs. 

MultiML is a markup language for the annotation of multimodal human utterances 
[14]. In other words, MultiML can describe speech and gestures. Authors show how 
MultiML is used to annotate a sample human-robot interaction in the domain of a 
multimodal scenario. 

XISL (eXtensible Interaction Scenario Language) is an XML-based language with 
the purpose of providing a common language for the web-based multimodal 
interaction systems on various types of terminals [15]. XISL inherits a lot of tags from 
VoiceXML and SMIL. These tags enable XISL to control dialog flow/transition, 
synchronization of multimodal input/outputs, and other descriptions required for 
multimodal interaction. SMIL (Synchronous Multimedia Integration Language) is an 
elegant notation for multimedia applications. Furthermore, authors of this paper [16] 
argue that SMIL is an ideal substrate for extending multimedia applications with 
multimodal facilities. They achieve this through developing an extension to SMIL 
called ReX (Reactive XML), which is a reactive programming language based on 
XML standards. 

The discussed related work reveals the fact that much has been done in devising 
modeling languages to design non-auditory applications with emphasis on Website 
applications. Other research has concentrated on data transformation through 
sonification processing, but with no emphasis on the modeling stages. The 
multimodal community has certainly addressed the audio as an input to their system, 
but for annotation purposes they used markup languages, which require skills people 
of other domains most probably lack. This paper tries to fill this gap by providing a 
design language that would help the modeling of auditory interfaces.  
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3   Auditory Interactive Dialogue Model 

Auditory Interactive Dialogue Model (AIDM) is an extension to the existing IDM. 
AIDM provides new primitives to address specifications for auditory interfaces. The 
set of primitives included in the AIDM are the following: 

• Content Duration: the length of the content in audio format. 
• Content Change Sound Feedback: an audio-based notification when a change in the 

current content node occurs. 
• Background Sound: sound cues to generally signify type of content presented.  
• Interaction Meta-Information: overview of possible interactions available from the 

current application status. 
• Dialogue Unit Timeout: annotates the automatic expiration of a dialogue unit. 
• Conditional Navigation: navigational path available under certain conditions. 
• Location Sound Feedback: gives feedback on the type of interface element 

activated by users.  

3.1   AIDM Primitives and Notation 

In exploratory research, the AIDM primitives were established through a combination 
of two lines of reasoning. First, modeling primitives were discovered through “reverse 
engineering” an existing auditory application developed by the authors, the Acoustic 
Edutainment Interface (AEDIN). AEDIN will also be used as a case study to explain 
the above mentioned AIDM primitives. Second, this discovery process has been 
supported by the set of existing IDM primitives, which establish the conceptual 
frames for the new concepts.  

Content Duration. It is a primitive which gives information about the length of the 
content presented in audio format. To the user the content is implicitly known by 
looking at an interface (for GUI) and linearly listening to the audio content (for AUI – 
Auditory User Interface). Most of the time, it is important to properly annotate this in 
the design phase in order to calculate the overall content load. In other terms, aural 
time length, can be specified for each unit of consumption (screen, page, or dialogue 
act in IDM), and for each topic or group of topics (structured information object). At 
AEDIN, the essays are a type of content synthesized through text-to-speech, and are 
generally approximately 1 minute long.  

Location Sound Feedback. For a touchscreen auditory interface this event is crucial. 
For visual interfaces, the location of the mouse cursor is sufficient as a cue, but there 
is a need for a substitute when we do not use a mouse cursor or we cannot see it. In 
this case a touch-and-hear interaction achieves comparatively the same goal. The 
schema in Fig. 1 depicts this primitive to be found in every subject of conversation 
between the user and the interactive application. It is an event (sound) which notifies 
the user which part of the screen is being navigated or engaged. At AEDIN, the user 
taps on the screen with his/her finger, and depending on the location the user taps, 
hears a different sound or synthesized text-to-speech word. For example, if the user 
taps on the “Home” command button, he/she would hear a synthesized word saying 
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“home”. But, if the user taps on content, a specific sound will be heard representing 
that content. 

Content Change Sound Feedback. Dynamic change of content is an inherent 
process of digital artifacts and for visual interface applications. In auditory interfaces 
where visual cues are absent or are the secondary type of feedback, there is a need to 
devise auditory strategies to signal content change.  

This primitive presents an event (sound) which notifies that the content on the 
screen or page has changed. The content change could be due to a user’s action, such 
as user navigating to a new content, or system action, such as a screen or page time-
out or pop-up information. 

The primitive is specified with each IDM introductory act, which is the list of 
topics belonging to the dialogue, and transition act, representing the shift within the 
list of possible topics. 

At AEDIN this is represented as a sound which is played anytime content on the 
screen is changed. This sound is very short, less than a second, and is an essentially 
abstract, computer-generated, yet pleasant sound, e.g. the blip sound used to announce 
the arrival of an email. 

Background Sound. This aural primitive indicates the type of content for each unit 
of consumption (screen, page or dialogue act in IDM) for each topic or group of 
topics. This is presented as a monotone sound usually with lower volume serving to 
easily identify the type of the content presented. The sound should have neutral affect 
and represent acoustical non-action. At AEDIN, we used different background sound 
for different types of page content, in an effort to make users easily identify the screen 
or page he or she is on. For the main screen we used “wind” sound, but for the Quiz 
screen we used “time ticking” sound. This will help users know the general content of 
the page just by hearing the background sound. This is particularly helpful if the user 
is interrupted or moves away from the computer and upon return is able to 
immediately know the state of the application. 

Interaction Meta-Information. The affordance is a quality of visual interfaces 
indicating or implying the type of action or interaction featured on the interface. The 
interaction meta-information primitive translates this feature for auditory interfaces. 
Each unit of consumption (screen, page or dialogue act) for each topic or group of 
topics needs to have this primitive in order to explain the transition acts and transition 
strategies that lead to list of possible new topics or explain the way the user can 
access all the new topics. The interaction meta-information primitive is the 
information on demand given to the user about the overall contents of the screen and 
the possible interactions in it. Often the users will forget what page or screen they are 
working on. Besides the help provided by the background sound and the location 
sound feedback, still there is more that the user might need to know, such as available 
interactions on the screen, available commands, the way to interact with the available 
content, etc. At AEDIN, this information is provided through the Help button, which 
in audio format, tells the user general screen content, such as  buttons, essays, 
questions etc.; and the possible interactions in it, such as how to access the provided 
content. 
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Dialogue Unit Timeout. A typical feature in games is the constraint of the amount of 
time allowed for certain goal to be achieved. Similarly, most account driven Website 
applications use the session timeout trait to enforce security.  

If the unit of consumption (screen, page or dialogue act) for a topic or group of 
topics needs to evoke a transition act or access new topics within a limited time, this 
primitive is used as a notation. The unit timeout primitive provides notation if the 
page or screen is due to expire after certain amount of time. For dynamic contents this 
notation is useful to let the designer communicate the time length when the page will 
expire. For instance, AEDIN contains a pop-up quiz screen, which has a time-out of 
the total time the question is played plus 15 seconds that the user has to submit the 
answer. Otherwise, the quiz screen will expire and the user gets bounced back to the 
main screen with penalty points. 

 

Fig. 1. The AIDM dialogue map for AEDIN 

Conditional Navigation. It is the primitive that assigns a page which is accessible 
only if certain conditions are fulfilled. Branching is a fairly well-known concept with 
applications, and as such should be acknowledged in the design phase. This new 
primitive describes the category of possible subjects of conversation between the user 
and the interactive application that may or may not occur depending on the underlying 
interaction logic of the application. AEDIN has a feature called Landmine, and the 
screen is populated with hidden “landmines” after the user has heard at least two 
essays from the content. After the “landmine” has been engaged, the pop-up question 
is read to the user, and he/she must submit the answer. 
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3.2   Design Notation 

For each of the AIDM primitives on Fig. 2 there is an explanation of the notation 
used. Three of the notations (Dialogue Act, Multiple Topic and Multiple Introductory 
Act) are inherited from the original IDM notations. The rest are new and correspond 
to seven AIDM primitives. 
 
 

 Sound Duration in seconds 
 

Conditional Navigation 

 Content Change Sound Feedback  Page Information 

 Background Sound  Dialogue Act 

 Page Time-out in seconds  Multiple Introductory Act 

 Location Sound Feedback  Multiple Topic 

Fig. 2. AIDM Legend 

The diagram on Fig. 1 depicts the overall interaction logic of AEDIN. It represents 
three types of contents: audemes (see section 3.3 on description about audemes), 
essays (text-to-speech content related to the audeme) and questions (derived from the 
essay content). Each audeme is related to eight other audemes semantically similar. 
Each audeme is associated with one essay. Each essay has two questions associated 
with it, which are accessed only when the user listens to two or more essays. 

AIDM as its predecessor is not a diagram understood only with icons. Words are 
used to complement icons in order to explain the schema. 

3.3   Acoustic Edutainment Interface 

AEDIN is an acoustic interface developed at Indiana University’s School of 
Informatics at IUPUI to support the learning and creativity process of K12 visually 
impaired students. The application is based on audio content, sound feedback and 
touch-screen interaction. AEDIN takes advantage of the mnemonic power of audemes 
to deliver educational content in game-like experience. “Audemes” are short 
nonverbal sound symbols, approximately 3-6 seconds, and comprise various 
combinations of sound effects referring to natural or mechanical contexts, music and 
abstract sounds [12]. The interface consists of 49 audemes, each related to an 
individual essay, arranged in a virtual grid of 49 squares, and accessed through a 
screen with nine squares. The goal of the initial game is to acquire as much 
knowledge as possible by touching audemes, hearing their associated essays, and then 
moving to another audeme. At random points, the user will hit a 'pop quiz' square that 
has been substituted for an audeme. Users will be obliged to answer a short series of 
"yes/no" questions based on the essay content of the audemes already heard.  

AEDIN development has gone through many stages of refinement and 
improvement, thanks in part to people with different domain speciality, including  
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Fig. 3. Screenshot of AEDIN 

media professionals, communication specialists, etc. These inputs were made feasible 
by using the AIDM modelling, which was understandable to all these people with 
little introduction to its primitives.  

To support their work, designers of specific acoustic applications may find some or 
all of the AIDM primitives applicable or useful to the design process decisions. 
Moreover, the set of modeling primitives can also be used to invoke or discard design 
ideas. At AEDIN we used all of the primitives presented because the AEDIN was 
used as proof of concept 

4   Conclusion and Future Work 

In this paper we have presented the AIDM modeling language, which is an extension 
to the initial IDM to address Auditory Interfaces. We presented the primitives that 
would make possible the design of auditory interface from scratch, not transforming 
existing application and adding the auditory layer. It is especially beneficial to those 
who already use IDM as their design language by incorporating into those models the 
support for auditory interaction. Through reverse engineering an existing Auditory 
Interface, AEDIN, in this paper we proved that AIDM is quite powerful to address the 
needs for modeling aural applications, with emphasis on touch-screen auditory 
applications. In the future we plan on using AIDM to model other auditory interfaces, 
such as Websites, haptic interfaces etc. There are several research avenues to be 
explored from the basis of these preliminary results: (a) enriching the modeling 
language by capturing additional auditory-specific features to express design 
decisions for a variety of families of audio-based applications; (b) extensively using 
the language for designing a larger set of acoustic applications; (c) evaluating the 
usefulness, usability and effectiveness of the modeling language with designers of 
auditory interfaces and improving AIDM accordingly. 
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